**Bird-window Collision Deterrent Methods and Relative Costs**

Rough estimates; highly variable because of window sizes and configuration. We used a 36” high x 48” wide window (fairly large) for our calculations.

---

**ABC BirdTape** ([http://www.abcbirdtape.org/](http://www.abcbirdtape.org/))

Translucent tape, easily applied, easily removed. Lasts up to four years on outside surface. Space 4” apart if applied vertically or 2” apart if applied horizontally. Approximately $4.15 materials cost* or **.34 cents per Sq. Ft.**

---

**BirdSavers** ([www.birdsavers.com](http://www.birdsavers.com))

Easy to install, long lasting and highly effective. The bird-savers website gives directions to build your own, or order them from Acopian Bird Savers. Approximately $5.85 materials cost* or **.49 cents per Sq. Ft.** if you build your own or $4 a sq. ft. if you buy them premade.

---

**Feather Friendly Bird Tape**

Highly-effective “Do-It-Yourself” Kit is now available from Feather Friendly® Technologies. Simple to install and backed by a 6 year 3M™ Product warranty and have an expected lifespan in excess of 8 years. This solution is also not affected by window cleaning. Approximately $9.58 materials cost* or **.80 cents per Sq. Ft.**

---

**CollidEscape** ([www.collidescape.org](http://www.collidescape.org))

This window film creates a solid appearance from the outside, but allows views from the inside and can reduce glare and cooling costs while protecting birds. Available in plain white, stock colors or you can have any image you want printed onto it. This is the type of material used for advertising on buses, etc. Approximate $39 - $79 materials cost* or **$3.25 - $6.60 per Sq. Ft.**

---


This external film is available in horizontal and vertical stripes. Both have proven highly effective in the field. This product may require professional installation. Approximately $86.97 materials cost* or **$7.25 per Sq. Ft.**